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Abstract
Using extremely large number of processing elements in computing systems leads to 
unexpected phenomena, such as different efficiencies of the same system for differ-
ent tasks, that cannot be explained in the frame of the classical computing paradigm. 
The introduced simple non-technical model enables to set up a frame and formalism 
needed to explain the unexpected experiences around supercomputing. The paper 
shows that the degradation of the efficiency of the parallelized sequential system is a 
natural consequence of the computing paradigm, rather than an engineering imper-
fectness. The workload is greatly responsible for wasting the energy as well as limit-
ing the size and the type of tasks the supercomputers can run. Case studies provide 
insight how different contributions compete for dominating the resulting payload 
performance of the computing system and how enhancing the technology made the 
computing + communication the dominating contribution in defining the efficiency 
of supercomputers. The model also enables to derive predictions about the super-
computer performance limitations for the near future and provides hints for enhanc-
ing the supercomputer components. The phenomena show interesting parallels with 
the phenomena experienced in science more than a century ago, and through their 
studying, a modern science was developed.
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1 Introduction

After that the dynamic growing of the single-processor performance has stalled 
about 2 decades ago [1], the only way to achieve the required high computing per-
formance remained parallelizing the work of a very large number of sequentially 
working single processors. However, as was very early predicted [2] and decades 
later experimentally confirmed [3], the scaling of the parallelized computing is not 
linear. Even, “there comes a point when using more processors ...actually increases 
the execution time rather than reducing it” [3]. The parallelized sequential process-
ing has different rules of game [3, 4]: the performance gain (“the speedup”) has its 
inherent bounds  [5].

Akin to as the laws of science limit the performance of the single-thread proces-
sors [6], the commonly used computing paradigm (and its technical implementation) 
limits the performance of supercomputers  [4]. On the one side, experts expected the 
performance1 to achieve the magic 1 Eflops around year 2020, see Fig. 1 in [7].2 The 
authors noticed that “the performance increase in the No. 1 systems slowed down 
around 2013, and it was the same for the sum performance,” but they extrapolated 
linearly expecting that the development continues and the “zettascale computing” 
(i.e., 104 times more than the present performance) will be achieved in just more 
than a decade. On the other side, it has recently been admitted that linearity is “A 
trend that can’t go on ad infinitum” as well as that it “can be seen in our current 
situation where the historical 10-year cadence between the attainment of megaflops, 
teraflops, and petaflops has not been the case for exaflops” [8].

The expectations against supercomputers are excessive. For example, as the name 
of the company PEZY3 witnesses, a billion times increase in the payload perfor-
mance is expected. It looks like that in the feasibility studies of supercomputing 
using parallelized sequential systems an analysis whether building computers of 
such size is feasible (and reasonable) remained out of sight either in the USA [9, 
10] or in EU [11] or in Japan [12] or in China [7]. The “gold rush” is going on, even 
in the most prestigious journals [10, 13]. In addition to the previously existing “two 
different efficiencies of supercomputers” [14], further efficiency/performance values 
appeared4 (of course with higher numeric figures) and several more can easily be 
derived.

Although severe counter-arguments are also published, mainly on the basis of the 
power consumption of both the single processors and the large computing centers 
[15], the moon shot of the limitless parallel processing performance is followed. The 
probable sources of the idea of having limitless parallelization performance are the 

1 There are some doubts about the definition of exaflops, whether it means R
Peak

 or R
Max

 , in the for-
mer case whether it includes accelerator cores, and in the latter case measured by which benchmark and 
finally using what operand length. Here the term is used as RHPL

Max
 , using 64-bit floating operands.

2 A special issue https ://link.sprin ger.com/journ al/11714 /19/10.
3 https ://en.wikip edia.org/wiki/PEZY_Compu tings: The name PEZY is an acronym derived from the 
Greek derived metric prefixes peta, eta, zetta, yotta.
4 https ://blogs .nvidi a.com/blog/2019/06/17/hpc-ai-perfo rmanc e-recor d-summi t/ and https ://www.olcf.
ornl.gov/2018/06/08/genom ics-code-excee ds-exaop s-on-summi t-super compu ter/.

https://link.springer.com/journal/11714/19/10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PEZY_Computing
https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2019/06/17/hpc-ai-performance-record-summit/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2018/06/08/genomics-code-exceeds-exaops-on-summit-supercomputer/
https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2018/06/08/genomics-code-exceeds-exaops-on-summit-supercomputer/
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ideas published in [3, 16]. The former5 is based simply on a misinterpretation [17, 
18] of the terms in Amdahl’s law. In the latter, it might be misunderstood that “the 
serial fraction ...is a diminishing function of the problem size.” It was valid at the 
time of writing, but because the weight of the housekeeping activity grows linearly 
with the number of the cores (and so does the idle time of the cores), at the today’s 
large number of cores the function turns from diminishing to dominating. In reality, 
Amdahl’s Law (in its original spirit) is valid for all parallelized sequential activities, 
including computing unrelated ones, and it is the governing law of supercomputing.

Demonstrative failures of some systems (such as the supercomputers Gyoukou 
and Aurora,6 or the brain simulator SpiNNaker7) are already known, and many more 
(all they are expected to deliver 0.13-0.2  Eflops) are expected to follow: such as 
Aurora’21 [21], the China supercomputers8 and the EU planned supercomputers.9

Similar is the case with the exascale applications, such as brain simulation. Exag-
gerate news about simulating brain of some animals or a large percentage of human 
brain appeared. The reality is that the many-thread version of the brain simulator 
can fill extremely large amount of memory with data of billions of artificial neurons 
[22], a purpose-built brain simulator can be designed to simulate one billion neurons 
[23], but in practice they both can simulate only about 80 thousand neurons [24], 
mainly because of “the quantal nature of the computing time” [25].

The confusion is growing. The paper attempts to clear up the terms through 
scrutinizing the basic terms, contributions, measurement methods. In Sect. 2 a, by 
intention strongly simplified non-technical model is presented. The notations for 
Amdahl’s law that form the basis of the present paper are introduced in Sect. 3. It 
is shown that the degradation of the efficiency of the parallelized sequential systems 
is a natural consequence of the computing paradigm, rather than an engineering 
imperfectness. Furthermore, its consequence is that the parallelized sequential com-
puting systems by their very nature have an upper performance bound. In Sect. 4, 
the form of the correction for adding performances, stemming out from Amdahl’s 
law, enables to introduce an interesting parallel with the correction term introduced 
by the relativistic physics for adding speeds. Interestingly enough, under extreme 
conditions, the technical objects of computing show up a series of similar behavior 
(for more details see  [4]) to that of natural objects.

Given that the race to produce computing systems having components and sys-
tems with higher performance numbers is going on, in Sect. 7 the expected results of 
the developments in the near future are predicted. The section introduces some fur-
ther performance merits and through interpreting them concludes that increasing the 

5 The related work and speedup deserved the Gordon Bell Prize.
6 It was also learned that specific processor design is needed for exascale: as part of the announcement 
the development line Knights Hill [19] was canceled and instead be replaced by a “new platform and new 
microarchitecture specifically designed for exascale.”
7 Despite its failure, the SpiNNaker2 is also under construction [20].
8 https ://www.scmp.com/tech/polic y/artic le/30159 97/china -has-decid ed-not-fan-flame s-super -compu 
ting-rival ry-amid-us.
9 https ://ec.europ a.eu/newsr oom/dae/docum ent.cfm?doc_id=60156 .

https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3015997/china-has-decided-not-fan-flames-super-computing-rivalry-amid-us
https://www.scmp.com/tech/policy/article/3015997/china-has-decided-not-fan-flames-super-computing-rivalry-amid-us
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/dae/document.cfm?doc_id=60156
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size of supercomputers further and making expensive enhancements in their tech-
nologies only increase the non-payload performance.

2  A non‑technical model of parallelized sequential operation

The performance measurements are simple time measurements10 (although they 
need careful handling and proper interpretation, see good textbooks such as [26]): 
a standardized set of machine instructions is executed (a large number of times) 
and the known number of operations is divided by the measurement time, for both 
the single-processor and the distributed parallelized sequential systems. In the lat-
ter case, however, the joint work must also be organized, implemented with extra 
machine instructions and extra execution time, forming an overhead.11 This is the 
origin of the efficiency: one of the processors orchestrates the joint operation; the 
others are waiting. At this point, the “dark performance” appears: the processing 
units are ready to operate, consume power, but do not make any payload work.

Amdahl listed [2] different reasons why losses in the “computational load” can 
occur. Amdahl’s idea enables to put everything that cannot be parallelized, i.e., dis-
tributed between the fellow processing units, into the sequential-only fraction. For 
describing the parallel operation of sequentially working units, the model depicted 
in Fig.  1 was prepared. The technical implementations of different parallelization 
methods show up virtually infinite variety [27], so here a (by intention) strongly 
simplified model is presented. The model is general enough, however, to discuss 
qualitatively some examples of parallel working systems, neglecting different contri-
butions as possible in different cases. The model can easily be converted to a techni-
cal (quantitative) one via interpreting the contributions in technical terms, although 
with some obvious limitations.

The non-parallelizable (i.e., apparently sequential) part comprises contributions 
from hardware (HW), operating system (OS), software (SW) and Propagation Delay 
(PD), and also some access time is needed for reaching the parallelized system. This 
separation is rather conceptual than strict, although dedicated measurements can 
reveal their role, at least approximately. Some features can be implemented in either 
SW or HW or shared between them, and also some apparently sequential activities 
may happen partly parallel with each other. The relative weights of different contri-
butions are very different for different parallelized systems and even within those 
cases depend on many specific factors, so in every single parallelization case a care-
ful analysis is required. The SW activity represents what was assumed by Amdahl as 
the total sequential fraction.12 The non-determinism of the modern HW systems [28, 

12 Although some OS activity was surely included, Amdahl assumed some 20% SW fraction, so at that 
time the other contributions could be neglected compared to SW contribution. As shown in Fig. 1 and 
discussed below, for today this contribution is by several orders of magnitude smaller. However, at the 
same time the number of the cores became several orders of magnitude larger.

10 Sometimes also secondary merits, such as GFlops/Watt or GFlops/USD, are also derived.
11 This aspect is neglected in the weak and strong scaling approximations.
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29] also contributes to the non-parallelizable portion of the task: the resulting execu-
tion time of the parallel working processing elements is defined by the slowest unit.

Notice that our model assumes no interaction between the processes running on 
the parallelized systems in addition to the absolutely necessary minimum: starting 
and terminating the otherwise independent processes, which take parameters at the 
beginning and return result at the end. It can, however, be trivially extended to the 
more general case when processes must share some resource (like a database, which 
shall provide different records for different processes), either implicitly or explicitly. 
The concurrent objects have their inherent sequentiality [30], and the synchroniza-
tion and communication between those objects considerably increase [31] the non-
parallelizable portion (i.e., contribution to (1 − �

SW
eff

) or (1 − �
OS
eff
) ), so in the case of 

extremely large number of processors special attention must be devoted to their role 
on the efficiency of the application on the parallelized system.

The physical size of the computing system also matters: the processor, connected 
to the first one with a cable of length of dozens of meters, must spend several hun-
dreds clock cycles with waiting, only because of the finite speed of propagation of 
light, topped by the latency time and hoppings of the interconnection (not mention-
ing geographically distributed computer systems, such as some clouds, connected 
through general-purpose networks). Detailed calculations are given in  [32].

After reaching a certain number of processors, there is no more increase in the 
payload fraction when adding more processors: the first fellow processor already fin-
ished the task and is idle waiting, while the last one is still idle waiting for the start 
command. This limiting number can be increased by organizing the processors into 
clusters: then the first computer must speak directly only to the head of the clus-
ter. Another way is to distribute the job near to the processing units, either inside 
the processor [33] or using processors to let do the job by the processing units of a 
GPGPU.

This looping contribution is not considerable (and so: not noticeable) at low num-
ber of processing units, but can be a dominating factor at high number of process-
ing units. This “high number” was a few dozens at the time of writing the paper 
[3]; today it is a few millions. Considering the effect of the looping contribution 
is the border between the first- and second-order approximations in modeling the 
performance: the housekeeping keeps growing with the growing number of proces-
sors, while the resulting performance does not increase any more. The first-order 
approximation considers the contribution of the housekeeping as constant, while the 
second-order approximation considers also that as the number of processing units 
grows, the housekeeping grows with and gradually becomes the dominating factor 
of the performance limitation and leads to a decrease in the payload performance.

As Fig. 1 shows, in the parallel operating mode (in addition to the calculation, 
furthermore the communication of data between the processing units) both the soft-
ware and the hardware contribute to the execution time, i.e., both must be consid-
ered in Amdahl’s Law. This is not new, again: see [2].

Figure 1 also shows where is place to improve the efficiency. When combining 
properly the PD with the sequential scheduling, the non-payload time can be con-
siderably reduced during fine-tuning the system (in the case of Sierra 0% increase 
in the number of cores resulted in 32% more performance, in the case of Summit a 
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5% increase in the number of cores resulted in 17% more performance). Also, mis-
matching the total time and the extended measurement time (or not making a proper 
correction) may lead to completely wrong conclusions [34] as discussed in [32].

3  Amdahl’s law in terms of the model

Usually, Amdahl’s law is expressed as

where N is the number of parallelized code fragments, � is the ratio of the paralleliz-
able fraction to the total, S is the measurable speedup. From this

When calculating speedup, one actually calculates

hence the efficiency (see Fig. 2)

(1)S
−1 = (1 − �) + �∕N

(2)� =
N

N − 1

S − 1

S

(3)S =
(1 − �) + �

(1 − �) + �∕N
=

N

N ⋅ (1 − �) + �
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Fig. 1  A non-technical, simplified model of parallelized sequential computing operations. The contri-
butions of the model component XXX to � (sometimes used as �eff to emphasize that it is an effective, 
empirical value) will be denoted by �XXX

eff
 in the text. Notice the different nature of those contributions. 

They have only one common feature: they all consume time. The vertical scale displays the actual activ-
ity for processing units shown on the horizontal scale
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The phenomenon itself is known since decades [3] and � is theoretically established 
[35]. Presently, however, the theory was somewhat faded mainly due to the quick 
development of the parallelization technology and the increase in the single-proces-
sor performance.

During the past quarter of century, the proportion of the contributions changed 
considerably: today the number of processors is thousands of times higher than it 
was a quarter of century ago. The growing physical size and the higher processing 
speed increased the role of the propagation overhead, furthermore the large num-
ber of processing units strongly amplified the role of the looping overhead. As a 
result of the technical development, the phenomenon on the performance limitation 
returned in a technically different form at much higher number of processors.

Through using Eq. (4), E =
S

N
=

RMax

RPeak

 can be equally good for describing the effi-
ciency of the parallelization of a setup:

As will be discussed below, with the exception of extremely high number of proces-
sors, it can be assumed that � is independent from the number of processors. Equa-
tion (5) can be used to derive quickly the value of � from the values of parameters 
RMax∕RPeak and the number of cores N.

According to Eq. (4), the efficiency can be described with a 2-dimensional sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 2. On the surface some measured efficiencies of the present 
top supercomputers are also depicted, just to illustrate some general rules. The 
HPL13 efficiencies are sitting on the surface, while the corresponding HPCG14 val-
ues are much below those values. As Fig. 2 witnesses, Taihulight and K computer 
stand out from the “millions core” middle group. Thanks to its 0.3M cores, K com-
puter has the best efficiency for the HPCG benchmark, while Taihulight with its 
10M cores the lowest one. The middle group follows the rules. For HPL benchmark: 
the more the cores, the lower the efficiency. For HPCG benchmark: the “roofline” 
[36] of that communication intensity reached; they have about the same efficiency.

The projections to the axes show that the top few supercomputers show up very 
similar parallelization efficiency and core number values: they are both required 
to receive one of the top slots, see also Fig. 3. The Taihulight is an exception on 
both axes: it has the highest number of cores and the best parallelization effi-
ciency. Its secret is in the processor comprising cooperating cores [33], i.e., it 
uses a (slightly) different computing paradigm. See also Fig.  6: this trick ena-
bles to enhance the effective parallelization value below the limiting line (the 
other exception below the line is due to using shorter operands). Reducing the 

(4)

(5)�
E,N =

E ⋅ N − 1

E ⋅ (N − 1)

13 http://www.netli b.org/bench mark/hpl/.
14 https ://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/blog/2015/07/30/hpcg.

http://www.netlib.org/benchmark/hpl/
https://www.epcc.ed.ac.uk/blog/2015/07/30/hpcg
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loop count by internal clustering and exchanging data without using the global 
memory, however, work only for the HPL case, where the contribution of the SW 
is low. The poor value of (1 − �

HPCG
eff

) is not necessarily a sign of architectural 
weakness [9]: it comprises about 4 times more cores than the new world recorder 
Summit.

According to Eq. (4), the efficiency can be interpreted in terms of � and N and 
the efficiency of a parallelized sequential computing system can be calculated as

This simple formula explains why the payload performance is not a linear func-
tion of the nominal performance and why in the case of very good parallelization 
( (1 − 𝛼) ≪ 1 ) and low N this non-linearity cannot be noticed.

The value of � , however, can hardly be calculated for the present complex HW/
SW systems from their technical data. There are two ways that can be followed 
to estimate their value of � . One way is to calculate � for the existing supercom-
puting systems using Eq. (5) to the data in the TOP500 list [4]. This provides a 
lower bound for (1 − �) that is already achieved. Another way round is to consider 
different contributions, see Sect.  5, and to calculate the high limit the value of 
(1 − �) that those contributions alone do not enable to exceed (provided that that 
contribution is the dominant one). It gives us a good confidence on the reliability 
of the parameters that the values derived in these two ways differ only within a 
factor of two. At the same time, this also means that the technology is already 
very close to its theoretical limitations.

Notice that the “algorithmic effects”—like dealing with sparse data structures 
(which affects cache behavior, that will have growing importance in the age of 
“real-time everything”) or communication between the parallel running threads, 
such as returning results repeatedly to the main thread in an iteration (which 
greatly increases the non-parallelizable fraction in the main thread)—manifest 
through the HW/SW architecture, and they can hardly be separated. Also notice 

(6)P(N, �) =
N ⋅ Psingle

N ⋅ (1 − �) + �

Fig. 2  2-parameter efficiency 
surface (in function of the paral-
lelization efficiency measured 
by benchmark HPL and the 
number of the processing 
elements) as concluded from 
Amdahl’s law (see Eq. (4)), in 
the first-order approximation. 
Some sample efficiency values 
for some selected supercomput-
ers are shown, measured with 
benchmarks HPL and HPCG, 
respectively. “This decay in 
performance is not a fault of the 
architecture, but is dictated by 
the limited parallelism” [3]
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that there are one-time and fixed-size contributions, such as utilizing time meas-
urement facilities or calling system services. Since �eff is a relative merit, the 
absolute measurement time shall be long. When utilizing efficiency data from 
measurements which were dedicated to some other goal, a proper caution must be 
exercised with the interpretation and accuracy of the data.

The “right efficiency metric” [38] has always been a question (for a summary 
see the cited references in [39]) when defining the efficient supercomputing. The 
goal of the present discussion is to find out the inherent limitations of the parallel-
ized sequential computing and providing numerical values for it. For this goal, the 
“classic interpretation” [2, 3, 35] of the performance was used, in its original spirit. 
The contributions mentioned in those papers were scrutinized and their importance 
under the current technical conditions was revised.

The left subfigure of Fig. 3 shows that to get better ranking on the TOP500 list, 
higher number of processors is required. The regression line is different for the 
TOP10 and the TOP50 positions. The cut line between the “racing” and “com-
modity” supercomputers is around position 10. As the right subfigure underpins, 
the high number of processors must be accompanied with good parallelization effi-
ciency; otherwise, the large number of cores cannot counterbalance the decreasing 
efficiency, see Eq. (6).

4  Analogies with the case of modern versus classic science

Equation (6) simply tells that (in the first-order approximation) the speedup in a par-
allelized computing system cannot exceed 1∕(1 − �) , a wellknown consequence of 
Amdahl’s statement. Due to this, the computing performance cannot be increased 
above the performance defined by the single-processor performance, the paral-
lelization technology, and the number of processors (this is similar to affirming 
that the speed of an object cannot exceed the speed of light, independently from 
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the technology used to accelerate it). Exceeding a certain computing performance 
(using the classic paradigm and its classic implementation) is prohibited by the laws 
of nature.

The above analogy discovers a parallel with the modern physics, namely with the 
relativistic speed addition, see Table 1 and Fig. 4. In the columns of Table 1, parallel 
terms are listed, from the modern science in the left column and from the modern 
(Amdahl-aware, or parallellized sequential processing aware) computing in the right 
column. The focus is on that the correction terms in the denominators in both cases 
force a “speed limit”; in the case of computing this factor is defined by Eq. (4). Fig-
ure 4 compares the limiting effect of the relativistic correction to adding speeds in 
“modern science” and that of the Amdahl-aware correction to adding performances 
in computing. The functional form of the limitation is of course different, but it is 
common in the two cases that the correction term in not noticeable under “classic” 
conditions, but will dominate the effect when reaching extreme conditions.

One more analogy is introduced in Sect.  7; in that case with quantum theory, 
another is mentioned in Sect.  5.4 and several more are discussed in [4]. It seems 
to be an interesting parallel that both the nature and the extremely cutting-edge 
technical (computing) systems show up some extraordinary behavior, i.e., the lin-
ear behavior experienced under normal conditions gets strongly nonlinear under 
extreme conditions. That makes in computing the validity of linear extrapolations 
as well as linear addition of performances at least questionable at high-performance 
values.

The analogies do not want to imply direct correspondence between certain physi-
cal and computing phenomena. Rather, the paper draws the attention to both that 
under extreme conditions qualitatively different behavior may be encountered and 
that scrutinizing certain, formerly unnoticed or neglected aspects enables to explain 
the new phenomena. Unlike in the nature, in the computing the technical implemen-
tation of the critical points can be changed, and through this the behavior of the 
computing systems can also be changed.

5  The effect of different contributions to ̨

The theory can display data from systems with any contributor with any parame-
ter, but from the measured data only the sum of all contributions can be concluded, 
although dedicated measurements can reveal the value of the contributions exper-
imentally. The publicly available data enable to draw only conclusions of limited 
validity.

5.1  Estimating different limiting factors of ̨

The estimations below assume that the actual contribution is the dominating one 
and as such defines the achievable performance alone. This is usually not the case 
in practice, but this approach enables to find out the limiting (1 − �) values for all 
contributions.
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In the systems implemented in the Single-Processor Approach (SPA) [2] as paral-
lelized sequential systems, the life begins in one such sequential subsystem. In the 
large parallelized applications running on general-purpose supercomputers, initially 
and finally only one thread exists, i.e., the minimal absolutely necessary non-paral-
lelizable activity is to fork the other threads and join them again.

Table 1  Analogy of adding 
speeds in physics and adding 
performances in computing, 
in the classic and modern 
paradigm, respectively

In both cases, a correction term is introduced that provides noticeable 
effect only at extremely large values

Physics Computing

Adding of speeds Adding of performance
Classic

v(t) = t ⋅ a

Classic

Perftotal(N) = N ⋅ Psingle

t = time N = number of cores

a = acceleration Psingle = Single − performance

n = optica density Communication
c = light speed � = parallelism

Modern (relativistic) Modern (Amdahl-aware) [4], see Eq. (4)
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Fig. 4  Analogy between how the speed of light changes the linearity of speed dependence at extremely 
large speed values and that how the value of performance changes the linearity of performance depend-
ence at extremely large performance values
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With the present technology, no such actions can be shorter than one processor 
clock period.15 That is, the theoretical absolute minimum value of the non-parallel-
izable portion of the task will be given as the ratio of the time of the two clock peri-
ods to the total execution time. The latter time is a free parameter in describing the 
efficiency, i.e., the value of the effective parallelization �eff also depends on the total 
benchmarking time (and so does the achievable parallelization gain, too).

This dependence is of course well known for supercomputer scientists: for meas-
uring the efficiency with better accuracy (and also for producing better �eff values) 
hours of execution times are used in practice. In the case of benchmarking, the 
supercomputer Taihulight [40] 13,298 seconds HPL benchmark runtime was used; 
on the 1.45-GHz processors it means 2 × 1013 clock periods. The inherent limit of 
(1 − �eff) at such benchmarking time is 10−13 (or equivalently the achievable perfor-
mance gain is 1013 ). In the followings for simplicity 1.00 GHz processors (i.e., 1 ns 
clock cycle time) will be assumed.

The supercomputers are also distributed systems. In a stadium-sized supercom-
puter, the distance between processors (cable length) up to about 100 m can be 
assumed. The net signal round trip time is ca. 10−6 s, or 103 clock periods, i.e., in 
the case of a finite-sized supercomputer the performance gain cannot be above 1010 , 
only because of the physical size of the supercomputer. The presently available net-
work interfaces have 100...200 ns latency times, and sending a message between 
processors takes the time in the same order of magnitude. This also means that mak-
ing better interconnection is not really a bottleneck in enhancing performance. This 
statement is underpinned also by discussion in Sect. 5.3.

These predictions enable to assume that the presently achieved value of 
(1 − �eff) persists also for roughly hundred times more cores. However, another 
major issue arises from the computing principle SPA: only one processor at a 
time can be addressed by the first one. As a consequence, minimum as many 
clock cycles are to be used for organizing the parallel work as many address-
ing steps required. Basically, this number equals to the number of cores in the 
supercomputer, i.e., the addressing in the TOP10 positions typically needs clock 
cycles in the order of 5 × 105...107 , degrading the value of (1 − �eff) into the range 
10−6...2 × 10−5 . Two tricks may be used to mitigate the number of the addressing 
steps: either the cores are organized into clusters as many supercomputer build-
ers do, or at the other end the processor itself can take over the responsibility of 
addressing its cores [33]. Depending on the actual construction, the reducing fac-
tor of clustering of those types can be in the range 101...5 × 103 , i.e., the resulting 
value of (1 − �eff) is expected to be around 10−7 . Notice that deploying “coopera-
tive computing” [33] enhances further the value of (1 − �eff) , but it means already 
utilizing a (slightly) different computing paradigm: the cores have a kind of direct 
connection and can communicate with the exclusion of the main memory.

An operating system must also be used, for protection and convenience. If the 
fork/join is executed by the OS as usual, because of the needed context switchings 

15 Taking these two clock periods as an ideal (but not realistic) case, the actual limitation will surely be 
(much) worse than the one calculated for this idealistic case. The actual number of clock periods depends 
on many factors, as discussed below.
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2 × 104 [41, 42] clock cycles are needed rather than the 2 clock cycles considered 
in the idealistic case. The derived values are correspondingly by 4 orders of mag-
nitude different, that is, the absolute limit is cca. 5 × 10−8 , on a zero-sized super-
computer. This value is somewhat better than the limiting value derived above, 
but it is close to that value and surely represents a considerable contribution. This 
is why Taihulight runs the actual computations in kernel mode [33].

However, this optimistic limit assumes that the instruction can be accessed 
in one clock cycle. It is usually not the case: even the cached instruction in the 
memory needs about 5 times more access time, and the time needed to access the 
“far” memory is roughly 100 times longer. Correspondingly, the most optimistic 
achievable performance gain values shall be scaled down by a factor 5… 100 . A 
considerable part of the difference between the efficiencies �HPL

eff
 and �HPCG

eff
 can be 

attributed to different cache behaviors because of the “sparse” matrix operations.

5.2  The effect of workflow

Overly complex Fig.  5 attempts to explain the phenomenon, why and how the 
performance of a given supercomputer configuration depends on the application 
it runs.

The non-parallelizable fraction (denoted on the figure by �X

eff
 ) of the computing 

task comprises components X of different origins. As already discussed, and was 
noticed decades ago, “the inherent communication-to-computation ratio in a par-
allel application is one of the important determinants of its performance on any 
architecture” [3], suggesting that the communication can be a dominant contribution 
in system’s performance. Figure 5a displays the case of the minimum communica-
tion and Fig. 5b the moderately increased one (corresponding to real-life supercom-
puter tasks). As the nominal performance increases linearly and the performance 
decreases exponentially with the number of cores, at some critical value where an 
inflection point occurs, the resulting performance starts to decrease. The resulting 
large non-parallelizable fraction strongly decreases the efficacy (or in other words: 
the performance gain or speedup) of the system [43, 44]. The effect was noticed 
early [3], under different technical conditions but somewhat faded due to the suc-
cesses of the development of the parallelization technology.

Figure 5a illustrates the behavior measured with the HPL benchmark. The loop-
ing contribution becomes remarkable around 0.1 Eflops and breaks down the pay-
load performance (see also Fig. 1 in [3]) when approaching 1 Eflops. In Fig. 5b, the 
behavior measured with the benchmark HPCG is displayed. In this case the contri-
bution of the application (brown line) is much higher, the looping contribution (thin 
green line) is the same as above. Consequently, the achievable payload performance 
is lower and also the breakdown of the performance is softer.

Given that no dedicated measurements exist, it is hard to make direct comparison 
between the theoretical prediction and the measured data. However, the impressive 
and quick development of the interconnecting technologies provides a helping hand.
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5.3  The contribution of the interconnection

As discussed above, in a somewhat simplified view, the resulting performance can 
be calculated using the contributions to � as

That is, two of the contributions are handled with emphasis. The theory easily pro-
vides values for the contributions for the interconnection and calculation separately. 
Fortunately, the public database TOP500 [46] also provides data measured under 
conditions greatly similar to the “net” interconnection contribution. Of course, the 
measured data reflect the sum of the contribution of all components. However, as 
will be shown below, in the total contribution those mentioned contributions domi-
nate, and all but the contribution from networking are (nearly) unchanged so the dif-
ference of the measured � can be directly compared with the difference of the sum of 
the calculated � , although here only qualitative agreement can be expected.

Both the quality of the interconnection and the nominal performance are a para-
metric function of the time, so one can assume on the theory side that (in a limited 
time span) the interconnection contribution was changing in function of the nominal 
performance as shown in Fig. 6a. The other major contribution is assumed to be the 
calculation16 itself. The benchmark calculation contributions for HPL and HPCG 
are very different, so the sum of the respective component plus the interconnection 
component is also very different. Given that at the beginning of the considered time 
span the contribution from the HPCG calculation and that of the interconnection are 
in the same order of magnitude, the sum only changes marginally (see the upper dia-
gram lines), i.e., the measured performance changes only marginally.

The case with the HPL calculation is drastically different (see the lower diagram 
lines). Since in this case at the beginning of the considered time span the contribu-
tion from the interconnection is very much larger than that from the calculation, the 
sum of these two contributions changes sensitively as the speed of the interconnec-
tion improves. As soon as the contribution from the interconnection decreases to a 
value comparable with that of the calculation, the decrease in the sum slows down 
considerably, and the further improvement in the interconnection causes only mar-
ginal decrease in the value of the resulting � (and so only a marginal increase in the 
payload performance).

The measured data enable to draw the same conclusion, but one must consider 
that here multiple parameters may have been changed. The tendency, however, is 
surprisingly clear. Figure 6b shows actually a 2.5D diagram: the size of the marks 
is proportional with the time passed since the beginning of the considered time 
period. A decade ago, the speed of the interconnection gave the major contribu-
tion to �total ; enhancing it drastically in the past few years, increased the efficacy. 
At the same time, because of the stalled single-processor performance, the other 

(7)P(N, �) =
N ⋅ Psingle

N ⋅

(

1 − �Net − �Compute − �Others

)

+ ≈ 1

16 This time also accessing data (“communicating” is included).
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technology components only changed marginally. The calculation contribution 
to � from the benchmark HPL remained constant in function of the time, so the 
quick improvement in the interconnection technology resulted in a quick decrease 
in �total , and the relative weights of �Net and �Compute reversed. The decrease in 
value of (1 − �) can be considered as the result of the decreased contribution 
from the interconnection.

However, the total � contribution decreased considerably only until �Net reached 
the order of magnitude of �Compute . This occurred in the first 4–5 years of the time 
span shown in Fig. 6b: the sloping line is due to the enhancement of the intercon-
nection. Then, they changed their role, and the constant contribution due to the cal-
culation started to dominate, i.e., the total � contribution decreased only marginally. 
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Fig. 5  How different communication/computation intensities of the applications lead to different payload 
performance values in the same supercomputer system. Left column: the models of the computing inten-
sities for different benchmarks. Right column: the corresponding payload performances and � contribu-
tions in function of the nominal performance of a fictive supercomputer ( P = 1  Gflop/s @ 1  GHz) in 
function of the nominal performance. The blue diagram line refers to the right-hand scale ( RMax values), 
all others ( (1 − �

X

eff
) contributions) to the left scale. The figure is purely illustrating the concepts; the dis-

played numbers are somewhat similar to the real ones. The performance breakdown shown in the figures 
was experimentally measured by [3], [45, Fig. 7] and [24, Fig. 8] (color figure online)
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As soon as the computing contribution took over the dominating role, the total 
�total did not decrease any more: all measured data remained above that value of � . 
Correspondingly, the payload performance (due to the enhanced interconnection) 
improved only marginally (and due to factors other than the interconnection).

At this point, as a consequence of that the dominating contributor changed, it 
was noticed that the efficacy of the benchmark HPL and that of the real-life appli-
cations started to differ by up to two orders of magnitude. Because of this the new 
benchmark program HPCG [47] was introduced, since “HPCG is designed to exer-
cise computational and data access patterns that more closely match a different and 
broad set of important applications ” [48]. Since the major contributor is the com-
puting itself, different benchmarks contribute differently and since that time “super-
computers have two different efficiencies” [14]. Yes, if the dominating � contribu-
tion (from the benchmark calculation) is different, then the same computer shows 
different efficiencies in function of the calculation it runs. Since that time that the 
interconnection provides less contribution than the calculation of the benchmark, 
enhancing the interconnection contributes mainly to the dark performance, rather 
than to the payload performance.

Reducing the communication really makes sense, however. The so called HPL-AI 
benchmark used Mixed Precision17 [49] rather than Double Precision calculations. 
This enabled to achieve apparently nearly 3 times better performance gain, that (as 
correctly stated in the announcement) “Achieving a 445 petaflops mixed precision 
result on HPL (equivalent to our 148.6 petaflops DP result),” i.e., the peak DP per-
formance did not change. See also discussion in Sect. 7.
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Fig. 6  Effect of changing the dominating contribution. The left subfigure shows the theoretical estima-
tion, the right subfigure the corresponding measured data, as derived from the public database TOP500 
[46] (only the values for the first four supercomputers are shown). When the contribution from the inter-
connection drops below that of the calculation, the value of (1 − �) (and the performance gain) get satu-
rated

17 Both names are rather inconsequent. On one side, the test itself has not much to do with AI, just uses 
the operand length common in Artificial Intelligence (AI) tasks (HPL, similarly to AI, is a workload 
type). On the other side, the Mixed Precision is actually Half Precision: it is natural that for multiplica-
tion twice as long operands are used temporarily. A different question is that the operations are con-
tracted.
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Unfortunately, the achievement comes from accessing less data in memory and 
using quicker operations on the shorter operands rather than reducing the commu-
nication intensity. For AI applications, the limitations remain the same as described 
above; except that when using Mixed Precision, the efficiency will be better by a 
factor of 2–3. Similarly, exchanging data directly between the processing units [33] 
(without using the global memory) also enhances � (and payload performance) [50], 
but it represents a (slightly) different computing paradigm. Only the two mentioned 
measured data fall below the limiting line of (1 − �) in Fig. 6.

A warning sign is that two of the first ten supercomputers did not provide their 
HPCG performance and other two used only a small portion of their cores in the 
HPCG benchmarking. As predicted: “scaling thus put larger machines at an inher-
ent disadvantage” [3]. The reason is Eq. (4): using all of their cores the achievable 
performance is not higher (or maybe even lower), only the power consumption is 
higher. The cloud-like supercomputers have definitely a disadvantage in the HPCG 
competition: the Ethernet-like operation results in relatively high (1 − �) values.

5.4  The effect of the length of the clock period

The behavior of the time in the computing systems is in parallel with the quantal 
nature of energy, known from the modern science. As mentioned above, the time of 
computing is of quantal nature: the time passes in discrete steps rather than continu-
ously. This difference is not noticeable under the usual conditions: both human per-
ception and the macroscopic computing operations are millions times longer. Under 
the extreme conditions represented by the many–many core systems, however, the 
quantal nature is the source of the inherent limitation of the parallelized sequential 
systems. The basic issue is that the operations must be synchronized; the asynchro-
nous operation provides performance advantages [51].

The need to synchronize the operations (including those of the many-many pro-
cessors) using a central clock signal is especially disadvantageous when attempting 
to imitate the behavior of biological systems without such a central signal. Although 
the intention to provide asynchronous operating mode was a major design point [23], 
the hidden synchronization (mainly introduced by thinking in the conventional SW 
solutions) led to very poor efficiency [24] when the system was attempting to per-
form its flagship goal: simulating the functionality of (a large part of) human brain.

As discussed in Sect.  5.1, the performance depends also on the measurement 
time, because of the fixed-time contributions. When making only 10 s long meas-
urements, compared to the HPL benchmarking time, the smaller denominator may 
result up to 103 times worse (1 − �eff) and performance gain values. The dominant 
limiting factor, however, is a different one.

In brain simulation a 1 ms integration time (essentially sampling time) is com-
monly used [24], because the biological time (when the events happen) and the com-
puting time (how much computing time is required to perform the computing opera-
tions to describe the same) are not only different, but also not directly related. To 
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avoid working with “signals from the future,” at the end of this period the calculated 
new state variables must be communicated to all of the (interested) fellow neurons. 
This action essentially introduces a “biology clock signal period,” being million 
times longer than the electronic clock signal period. Correspondingly, the achievable 
performance is desperately low: less than 105 neurons can actually be simulated, out 
of the planned 109 [24].18 For a detailed discussion see [25].

Figure  7 depicts the experimental equivalent of Fig.  5. In [24] the power con-
sumption efficiency is also investigated. It is presumed that (in order to avoid obso-
lete energy consumption) they performed the measurement at the point where 
involving more cores increases the power consumption but does not increase the 
payload simulation performance. As using AI workload (for a discussion from this 
point of view see [52]) on supercomputers is of growing importance, the perfor-
mance gain of an AI application can be estimated to be between those of HPCG and 
brain simulation, closer to that of the HPCG. As discussed experimentally in [53] 
and theoretically in [52], in the case of neural networks (especially in the case of 
selecting improper layering depth) the efficiency can be much lower.

Recall, that since the AI nodes perform simple calculations compared to the func-
tionality of the supercomputer benchmarks, the communication/calculation ratio is 
much higher, making the efficacy even worse. The conclusions are underpinned by 
experimental research [53]:

• “Strong scaling is stalling after only a few dozen nodes”
• “The scalability stalls when the compute times drop below the communication 

times, leaving compute units idle, hence becoming an communication bound 
problem.”

• “The network layout has a large impact on the crucial communication/compute 
ratio: shallow networks with many neurons per layer ...scale worse than deep net-
works with less neurons.”

The massively “bursty” nature of the data (different nodes of the layer want to use 
the communication at the same moment) also makes the case harder. The commonly 
used global bus is overloaded with messages, that may lead to a “communicational 
collapse” (demonstrated in Fig  5a in [54]): at extremely large number of cores 
exceeding the critical threshold of communication intensity leads to unexpected and 
drastic change of network latency.

6  The accuracy and reliability of the model

As the parameters of the model are inferred from non-dedicated single-shot meas-
urements, their reliability is limited. One can verify, however, how the model pre-
dicts values derived from later measurements. The supercomputers usually do not 
have a long lifespan and several documented stages. One of the rare exceptions is the 

18 Despite its failure, the SpiNNaker2 is also under construction [20].
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supercomputer Piz Daint. The documented lifetime spans over 6 years and during 
that time different numbers of cores, without and with acceleration, using different 
accelerators, were used.

Figure 8 depicts the performance and efficiency values published during its life-
time, together with the diagram lines predicting (at the time of making the predic-
tion) the values at the higher nominal performance values. The left subfigure shows 
how the changes made in the configuration affected the efficiency (the timeline starts 
in the top right corner and the adjacent stages are connected by a line).

In the right subfigure the bubbles represent data published in the adjacent editions 
of the TOP500 lists, the diagram lines crossing them are the predictions made from 
that snapshot. The predicted value shall be compared to the value published in the 
next list. It is especially remarkable that introducing GPGPU acceleration resulted 
only in a slight increase (in good agreement with [15, 55]) compared to the value 
expected based purely on the increase in the number of cores. Although between 
the samplings more than one parameter was changed, that is the net effect cannot be 
demonstrated clearly, the measured data sufficiently underpin our limited validity 
conclusions and show that the theory correctly describes the tendency of the devel-
opment of the performance and the efficiency, and even the predicted performance 
values are reasonably accurate.

Introducing GPU accelerator is a one-time performance increase step [15], and 
cannot be taken into account by the theory. Notice that introducing the accelerator 
increased the payload performance, but decreased the efficiency (copying data from 
one address space to another increases latency). Changing the accelerator to another 
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type with slightly higher performance (but higher latency due to the larger GPGPU 
memory) caused a slight decrease in the absolute performance because of the con-
siderably dropped efficiency.

7  Toward zettaflops

As detailed above, the theoretical model enables to calculate the payload perfor-
mance in the first-order approximation at any nominal performance value. Given 
that the parameter value is calculated from a snapshot, and that the calculation is 
essentially an extrapolation, the values shown in Fig. 9 are only approximations (on 
the expected accuracy see Sect. 6), but somewhat similar to the real values. In the 
light of all this, one can estimate the short time and the longer time development 
of the supercomputer performance, see Fig. 9a, b. The diagram lines are calculated 
using Eq.  (4), with the � parameter values calculated from the TOP500 data of 
Summit supercomputer; the bubbles show the measured values. The diagram lines 
from the bottom up show the double floating precision HPCG, HPL payload perfor-
mances. After that the half precision [49] HPL diagram line follows.

In addition to the really measured and published performance data, two more dia-
gram lines representing two more calculated � values are also depicted. The “FP0”  
(orange) diagram line is calculated with the assumption that the supercomputer 
makes the stuff needed to perform the HPL benchmark, but the actual FP operations 
are not performed, or in other words the computer works with zero-bit length float-
ing operands (FP0).19
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19 The role of �FP0

HPL
 is akin to execution time of the “empty loop” in programming.
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It is expected that when using half precision (FP16), four times less data are 
transferred and manipulated by the system (the measured power consumption data 
underpin the statement), so it is expected that

However, the performance is only 3 times higher than in the case of using 64-bit 
(FP64) operands. Given that the measured payload performance directly reflects the 
sum of all contributions, one can assume that the contributions of the two calcula-
tions with differing operand length plus the rest of the contributions define the � 
values we can conclude from the measurements:

where �FP0
HPL

 is the contribution of all parts independent from the floating manipula-
tion. From this,

These data directly underpin that the technology is (almost) perfect: the contribution 
from the benchmark calculation HPCG-FP64 is orders of magnitude larger20 than 
the contribution from all the rests. Recalling that the benchmark program imitates 
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Fig. 9  Tendency of the development of the payload performance, in the near and farther future of super-
computing. The parameters of the actual world leader are used for illustration. The diagram lines are cal-
culated from the theory; the marks are the measured values from the database TOP500 [46, 49]

20 Recall here that cache behavior may be included.
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the behavior (as defined by the resulting � ) of real-life programs, one can see that 
the contribution from the non-computational actors is about thousand times smaller 
than the contribution of the computation+communication itself.

The performance corresponding to �FP0
HPL

 is slightly above 1 EFlops (when actu-
ally making no floating operations, i.e., rather Eops). Another peak performance 
reported21 when running genomics code on Summit (by using a mixture of numeri-
cal precisions and mostly non-floating point instructions) is 1.88 Eops, correspond-
ing to �FP0

Genom
= 1 × 10−8 ; for the scaling of that type of calculations see Fig.  4. 

Given that those two values refer to different mixtures of instructions, the agreement 
is more than satisfactory.

The “Science” (red) diagram line is calculated with the assumption that nothing 
is calculated but the science (the finite propagation time due to the finite speed of 
light)22 limits the payload performance. The “ideal interconnection” diagram line 
should come between the diagram lines “Science” and “FP0.” The non-linearity of 
the payload performance around the Eflops nominal performance is obvious and 
depends both on the amount of computing+communication and the nominal perfor-
mance (represented by the number of cores).

Figure 9b shows the farther future (in the first-order approximation): toward the 
Zflops [7]. No surprise that all payload performance diagram lines run into satura-
tion, even the “FP0” and “Science” ones. As discussed in detail in [4], the behavior 
of the computing system under extreme conditions shows surprising parallels with 
the behavior of natural objects. The example shown in Table 1 and Fig. 4 parallels 
the non-linearity of speed addition in modern physics with the performance addition 
in modern computing.

The behavior of that supercomputer, as discussed in this section, is somewhat 
analogous with that of the quantum systems, where the measurement selects one 
of the possible states (and actually, kills the quantum state). Here the computer has 
the potential of high performance until the payload performance is measured (i.e., 
a calculation started). Different components have their really impressively high 
performance, but benchmarking the resulting system introduces one more compo-
nent: the needed computations. Since the measurement method itself is a calcula-
tion (having the smallest possible �Calc contribution), the measurable payload per-
formance value cannot be smaller than the value the measurement procedure itself 
represents. This means that the measuring process (running some calculation) itself 
destroys the potentially achievable high performance (i.e., the one when the super-
computer does not make any calculations) of the supercomputer. For the real-life 
programs (such as HPCG), the saturation value already set well below the Eflops 
nominal performance. Further enhancements in technology, like tensor processors 
and OpenCAPI connection bus, can slightly increase the saturation level, but cannot 
change the shape of the diagram line. The supercomputers reached their technical 

22 100 m cable length was assumed, which means 106 processors pro cm and some GW dissipation.

21 https ://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2018/06/08/genom ics-code-excee ds-exaop s-on-summi t-super compu ter/. 
Accessed 21 Feb 2020

https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/2018/06/08/genomics-code-exceeds-exaops-on-summit-supercomputer/
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limitations. Continuing enhancing the components of a supercomputer that wants 
to run any kind of calculation, without changing the computing paradigm, is not 
worth any more. To enter the “next level,” really renewing the computing paradigm 
is needed [56, 57].

8  Conclusion

The ironic remark that ‘“Perhaps supercomputers should just be required to have 
written in small letters at the bottom on their shiny cabinets: ’Object manipulations 
in this supercomputer run slower than they appear.”’ [14]“ is becoming increas-
ingly relevant. The impressive numbers about the performance of the individual 
components (including single-processor and/or GPU performance and speed of the 
interconnection) are becoming less relevant when going to the extremes. Given that 
the largest � contribution today takes its origin in the calculation the supercomputer 
runs, even the best possible benchmark HPL dominates the performance measure-
ment. Enhancing the other contributions, such as interconnection, results in marginal 
enhancement of the performance, i.e., the overwhelming majority of the expenses 
increases the “dark performance” only. Because of this, the answers to the questions 
in the title are: there are as many performance values as many measurement meth-
ods, and actually the benchmarks measure mainly how much mathematics/commu-
nication the benchmark program does, rather than the supercomputer architecture 
(provided that all components deliver the technically achievable best parameters).
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